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Session Notes  

 

This is our 5th session.   
 

Review: 

• We are going beyond what we know, to enter into the emergent aliveness of co-creating.  (Trusting Life!).   
• We are invited in our evolutionary process to shift out of MY experience into what is emerging in the field 

between us – an invitation to become aware of something that “you and I” are not separate from, and 

intimately share. 

We can experience this field “between” (the place of  a transpersonal “we”) as a kind of shift in gravitation – from MY 

self-referencing to the referencing thru the WE experience.  

The organ of perception in this case, cannot be the mind.  Mind speaks from what it knows in relation to sensory 

information.  Here, sensing is primary, and speaking follows – a kind of “sensing” upgrade.   

How do we fine tune such sensitivity? 

Not just with an open mind, but also with an open heart…   A different kind of fuller, engaged resonance emerges as 

distance collapses. (This is why ZOOM makes for a really good medium in which to experiment.) 

 

For Today: 

Refining our senses… this is the practice.    

A kind of heart-mind-body sensing of the field between us. 

Guiding image: Indra’s Net 

In Buddhism, Indra's Net is meant to illustrate the three related principles 

of emptiness, the dependent origin of all things, and the interrelated 

nature of all things. Each jewel contains and reflects the whole, and the 

whole reflects and contains each jewel. In the story, nothing arises of its 

own accord. 
 

 

 

 

From the thought of St. Thomas Aquinas:  

Because the divine could not image itself forth in any one being, it created the great diversity of things so that 

what was lacking in one would be supplied by the others and the whole universe together would participate in 

and manifest the divine more than any single being. 

 

From the principles of Thomas Berry, eco-geologian: 

All things have an interiority, a subjectivity and participate in an unending communion … a field in which all 

things arise and have their being. 

 

For Teilhard de Chardin, a becoming of deeper and greater awareness of this field of communion (a sensing of 

it) is the whole point of evolution. 

 



References we explored:  

Dr. Stanley Krippner image correspondence experiment at the Dream Laboratory in Maimonides Medical 

Center in New York City/  

Images that persons are focusing on in one room, appear in the dreams of sleepers. 

 

Cleve Baxter… Secret life of Plants 

Thoughts that a person had in another room affect the response of plants attached to a lie detector.  

 

Rupert Sheldrake… Earth as human hologram….   

@ 10 min for my experience to diffuse into unified field. 

 

Willis Harmon and Edgar Mitchel (Stanford institute / Institute of Noetic Science) played a guessing game of 

cards with ground crew… an intentional sending and intentional receiving of images. There was a significantly 

higher than random rate of correspondence between the cards the astronauts focused on and the cards 

identified by ground crew.   

 

Is it possible that we are in a constant communion that we are slowly awakening to? 

Are we simultaneously One AND Many? 

There are also echoes of this in Carl Jung’s notion of the collective unconscious. 

 

Science of impression… Open and receptive to the natural intelligence of cosmos. And to sense into the reality 

of non-optional participation… every thought has effect.   
Thoughts need somewhere to land: 

God sleeps in stone 

Dreams in plants 

Stirs in the animals’ 

And awakens in humanity. 

 

Dorothy MacLean and Michael Lindfield of Findhorn:  They hold that we a constantly co-creating with all that 

is…  Can we sense it and act accordingly? 

  

Life listens and talks to itself constantly. 

We need an instrument to hear and see invisible and inaudible.  Can we explore Intuition as a developing 

conscious sense? 

 

How do we fine tune our sensitivity?  To cultivate sensing, the placing of attention, with not just open mind, 

but also an open heart…   Perhaps this is a higher/deeper/more subtle dimension of Loving. 

 

Thru LOVE we come into resonant relationship with something and “distance” collapses. 

 

To sense into emergent resonances: 

Now, we are experimenting with the developing consciousness of a collective reciprocating field of 

receptivity. 

 


